
BEST BET: RACE 8, RUN AWAY

FIRST RACE
UH OH BABY ran a winning race first out, when he set a fast pace but got worn down late to finish third by a length. 
That was an open maiden-80, against better rivals than he faces in this Cal-bred maiden special-weight. With a clean 
start from the rail, color him long gone. HIT THE SEAM has been freshened since early August, when he tried state-
bred stakes company but tired to last. His third-place effort July 13, two starts back against state-bred maidens on 
this racetrack, was “faster” than the top choice based on figures. BLACKHAWK BEAUTY raced wide and backed 
up in a disappointing debut early last month. However, the colt trained fast before and after that Del Mar effort, so 
maybe he simply did not care for the surface. Bullet works recently at Golden Gate suggest he will fire first start 
back. It’s been a good fall meet for trainer Jeff Bonde.

SECOND RACE
SALIENT tumbles in class from Cal-bred N1X to $16k claiming N2L. He pressed a blazing pace last time and sur-
rendered in a turf sprint at Del Mar; against this easier company he looks like the one to beat with a front-running/
pressing trip. FLASH HENRY dominated modest maiden-20s last time. Each start has been better than the one 
before, he will be involved in the early pace. GUMMY pressed a fast pace (track was relatively slow) and  wired 
maiden-20s two months ago at Del Mar. He runs well with time between starts, and returns from a two-month layoff 
similar to the layoff that preceded his maiden win. CAL CAL LI GOWCHIS faces a tough pace challenge, breaking 
from the inside post with other speed types to his outside. Tough to win a sprint under pressure every step of the 
way, but his maiden win three starts back earned the top dirt figure in the field.

THIRD RACE
BOW AND ARROW appears to be standout in this maiden-20 route. He ran super last out, runner-up with a wide 
trip while more than five lengths clear of third. Claimed by Doug O’Neill, rider switch to the top apprentice, tactical 
speed to create his own trip, logical favorite. SPEND IT drops from a midpack effort in a maiden-40, and stretches 
back to a route. This is his first try around two turns on dirt. WASHINGTON ROAD is a crazy bomber, based on 
pedigree. He is bed top and bottom to run long; he stretches out following a pair of nondescript sprints. His odds 
should be high enough to warrant a gamble.

FOURTH RACE
Third start of the meet for LUCKARACK, the one to beat in this $6,250 claiming sprint. He defeated similar two 
starts back, was perhaps in too tough last time in a starter allowance, but returns to the level of his recent win and 
only needs a legitimate pace at which to run. The 9yo gelding should get it. This would be the 20th win of his career. 
GOLDEN ATLANTIC romped six days ago in a restricted $8k claiming race. He wheels right back in top form, and 
will be positioned in front of the top choice turning for home. Maybe he can steal another. BOUND FOR HEAVEN 
pressed a fast pace and finished creditable second two weeks ago in the race the top choice won. ‘HEAVEN will be 
in the hunt every step of the way.

FIFTH RACE
One final class drop should be the winning move for HARD ARCH, a 10-start maiden who has been facing better 
company than he meets here. In the money 5 of 10, respectable speed figures, weight break with the apprentice, this 
might be his long-awaited graduation day. MAJESTIC JOURNEY finished in front of the top choice last out, third 
rallying from the back of the pack. He was never really in the race however, and basically just came along to pick up 
the pieces. In this spot, that might be sufficient. HARROVIAN is an 11-start maiden that finished third his only two 
tries at this bottom class level. He has more tactical speed than either of the top pair.

SIXTH RACE
PRAY HARD slides in class to $8k claiming, has enough speed to establish position after breaking from the rail, 
and gets the tepid call. Tough to trust a horse whose form is on decline, but this class level appears to be the right 
spot. ALLEY BOSS finished an okay second two weeks ago against similar company. Like the top choice, the form 
of ‘BOSS seems to be headed the wrong way, but easier company makes him a contender. SIDEPOCKET CHAMP 
is a crazy longshot with a chance to sneak into the trifecta. He is only 2-for-42, but has nine other in-the-money 
finishes. His odds will be sky high. AGLIMPSEOFGABBY is speed, dropping and possibly the one they all must catch.

SEVENTH RACE
It is unclear of the shorter distance benefits BRIDAL ARCH, whose three recent start around two turns were the best 
of her career. But those three races also were her first on a conventional dirt surface. Her improvement may have 
been due to footing. She stays on dirt, goes route to sprint and can handle these starter allowance foes if she merely 
reproduces either start at Del Mar (win, third). QUEEN BEE TO YOU finished second in a similar sprint nine days 
ago. she is not quick, but she will be running late. TAP ON A STAR takes a big jump up in class, after dominating a 
maiden-20. It was the best race of her career. Contender if she runs two alike.

EIGHTH RACE
Graded winner RUN AWAY should be long gone at a short price in this restricted sales stakes. The speedster 
dueled through a hot pace and tired to third last out in the G1 Del Mar Futurity, his first loss from four starts. He 
takes a huge class drop, figures to clear the field and can be long gone at odds-on. Complete and total standout. 
SMOKEM has the opposite running style. A closer, the California-bred son of Union Rags won his debut rallying 
from the back, followed by consecutive runner-up finishes in state-bred stakes races. Drawn outside, stretching 
out to six and one-half furlongs, he looms the logical off-the-pace exacta partner for the favorite. HERE IS HAPPY 
broke slowly and rallied inside to post a $66.60 debut upset in a maiden-80. He should appreciate the stretch-out 
from five furlongs to six and a half.

NINTH RACE
Class-drop comebacker SAUSALITO SUNSET returns from an extended layoff while dropping from better races last 
year as a 2yo. She scored a decisive victory her only start on this racetrack one year ago today, she might be the 
speed of the field and she can be long gone first start of 2017. It’s only five furlongs. SLIGHTLY was claimed from a 
$2,500 N2L last out, and “stretches out” from four and a half furlongs. Her races early this year put her in the hunt. 
MAGICAL LUCY will be one of the favorites, again. However, she lost her most recent start at odds-on, she is drawn 
on the far outside with a short run to the turn, and her form has gone steadily downhill since spring. Win or lose, 
she is likely to start as an underlay.
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